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lord of the deep cryptid tidbits wiki fandom powered - the lord of the deep is a massive great white shark legends put it
100 feet long but modern sightings make it up to 50 feet bigger while the 1918 incident says the lords of the deep are white
most other sightings say it is green or yellow with white spots, lord of the deep freshwater monster alpf medical - a
surviving megalodon shark carcharodon megalodon might explain stories of a huge pacific shark called the lord of the deep
william m rebsamen etymology possibly from a melanesian aus tronesian word physical description gray above and white
below or entirely pale white length greater than 30 feet perhaps up to 100 feet or more, megalodon sharks as big as two
buses could still be - another account from 1933 told of a gigantic shark with a massive brown tail flecked with white
around 100 miles northwest of rangiroa in the french polynesia a video which surfaced in 2016 shows what looked like a 60
foot shark illuminated in the darkness of the sea, lord of the deep 1919 my recreation back in 1919 an - lord of the deep
1919 my recreation back in 1919 an interesting incident happened in nelson bay new south wales australia when lobster
fishermen from a number of towns refused to go to sea because they had seen a monstrous ghostly white shark 100 ft 30
metres long that snatched their lobster pots as they were hauling them in, great white shark official stranded deep wiki great white shark is one of the threats in the world of stranded deep summary edit edit source bigger than its counterpart the
tiger shark the great white shark lives in deep ocean biomes such as deep sea and barren they are often seen swimming
around buoys note that they can sometimes flip your life boat raft if you are not careful, what ate a 3 meter long great
white probably a wereshark - the video is a story of a 3 meter great white shark that was tagged that electronic tag
eventually washed up on a beach the data from the tag seem to suggest at least to the narrator and some others on the
internet that a massive ocean monster ate the shark, sizing up sharks the lords of the sea national geographic - sharks
range in size from the largest fish on the planet to the length of your palm see how you compare to some of these
vulnerable predators that are so crucial to the ocean s health, jaws myth or still lurking in the deep blue sea page 1 they actually believe that a bull shark was resposible for the attack bull sharks are known to go to fresh water to breed and
then swim back out to sea when they are finished and can thrive quite well in fresh water bull sharks are a far nastier shark
than the great white anyway and responsible for hundreds of attacks on humans, the jaws of megalodon shark of dr karl
shuker - according to traditional beliefs of the polynesian fishermen who work along the coasts of new south wales these
waters are frequented by a frightening type of sea creature that they respectfully refer to as the lord of the deep they liken it
to a gigantic white shark measuring about 100 ft in length is this what the greys spied and could this be what carried away
the pots of the lobster fishermen in 1918, super predator that devoured great white was probably a - news world
australasia super predator that devoured great white was probably a massive deep sea shark dave riggs believes he may
have solved the mystery of the sea monster that ate the, great white shark wikipedia - the great white shark carcharodon
carcharias also known as the great white white shark or white pointer is a species of large mackerel shark which can be
found in the coastal surface waters of all the major oceans the great white shark is notable for its size with larger female
individuals growing to 6 1 m 20 ft in length and 1 905 kg 4 200 lb in weight at maturity, she s back massive great white
shark named deep blue - in case you missed the first clip of deep blue the 20 plus foot 6 metre great white shark from
guadalupe island that became a web superstar several months ago we ve got another close
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